
ou never know where you’re going to find the Kirby influence, and today we’re going to find it in a pretty 
unexpected place. 

When Charles Schulz called Mutts “one of the best comic strips of all time,” he wasn’t exaggerating.  
Artist Patrick McDonnell somehow joins the visual poetry of Krazy Kat with the subtle yet resonant humor of 
Schulz’s own Peanuts strip. Found in over 700 newspapers, Mutts features the daily adventures of Mooch (a cat) 
and his friend Earl (a dog) in a suburban neighborhood with their human guardians and an ever-expanding cast  
of squirrels, deer, bears, birds, and occasional wild animals from Africa. 

Beyond how funny it is, and how well it captures the complexity—and simplicity—of human/animal rela-
tionships, Mutts has a certain spiritual side that deepens the more you read it. Part of that is McDonnell’s clear 
affection for animals. He does a lot of work on behalf of animal organizations, and his recurring “Shelter Stories” 
strips are heartbreaking and lovely tales of love found at the rescue. Mutts finds its gentle humor in how we don’t 
really own the planet, but share it with a lot of wee beasts whose simple needs, if we care enough for them, might 
actually make us better human beings. 

But it’s a whole lot more than a cute “funny animal” strip. Mutts is deep, with a Zen, minimalist, Hokusai 
manga aesthetic, to the 
extent that Abrams is 
now saluting its 25th 
anniversary with a coffee 
table book called The 
Art Of Nothing. This is 
maybe the least Kirby-
ish title I can imagine, as 
Jack composed wall-to-
wall everything. 

McDonnell has 
long used Mutts Sunday 
strips’ title panels as a 
place to salute—and 
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parody—artists and familiar cultur-
al touchtones. You might find his 
characters inserted into a Basquiat, 
Vermeer, Warhol, or cover of a Frank 
Zappa album. Which means that last 
April, readers found in the Sunday comics an homage 
to the cover to Fantastic Four #51. A few weeks later, a second homage, 
this one to Fantastic Four #67. And amazingly, each of them was inked by 
none other than Joltin’ Joe Sinnott! What? How did that happen?

I asked. It turns out McDonnell has been a Kirby fan since he was a 
kid. His earliest memory of comic books was the spinner rack at his local 
luncheonette in Edison, New Jersey in 1964. His older brother gave him 
and his younger brother orders about who was allowed to collect what—
Patrick was told to start with the X-Men. This meant he read about 
the Stranger, the Juggernaut, then the Sentinels, and because his other 
brothers were accumulating the rest of the Marvel line, he got to read the 
Galactus saga month-by-month as it was hitting the stands. 

He responded immediately to Kirby’s work on a visceral level, but 
his readership faded as he grew up and discovered girls and music (he’s 
a Captain Beefheart fan). But then his teen years coincided with Kirby’s 
arrival at DC, so once again he got to watch a whole world, the Fourth 
World, unfolding month by month, this time a storyline brimming with 
the increased sophistication that a teenager would appreciate. “My mind 
was blown,” he says. “The Fourth World was a nova of creativity.” 

Above all, there is something in Jack’s prolific nature that still 
speaks to Patrick. “When you do a daily strip, it helps to have some kind 
of discipline and love of the medium, and when you look at how much 
work he did, he lived for his art. His ‘artist well’ never ran dry.�His pro-
ductivity and faith in his connection to The Source is inspiring to any 
cartoonist, especially one doing a daily comic strip.”
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(above) One of McDonnell’s prize possessions: The Orion entry from DC’s  
Who’s Who series, still in pencil, and personally signed to the cartoonist by Kirby.


